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spew

The feast and me afterlik have always ix:en linked. In the gospeh, Jesus
of a hcavt:nly
banquet; Odysseus watches the shades in Hades wildly lapping up blood; the Norse heroes
feast daity in Valhalla as they await Ragnarok_ The AngJo·S.u:ons, both pagan and Christian,
follow~d suit, and Lee here studies the relationship ix:fYo'Cen burial and (casting in AngloSuon culwre.
Rtlatively few written remains survive, especially before th~ Christian period, so she relics
prim1rily upon archaeological evidence, mostly of gr2ve sites and cemeteries, but supplemented with insights from psychology and cultural history. This is because the deceased
obviously did not partake in the feast, 50 Lee wants to know what the feaseing ~ys about
the dead (social status, wealth) but also how the living viewed the feast, informacion gathered
partiy from what they actually ate.
Lee covers .. wide range, and she spares no one. She logically .tnd coolly notes that the
living occasionally moderated the extravagance of the feast "since any form of elaborate
funeral displ3y draws wcalth away from those arc to inherit it" (7), a depreMinSly modern
attitude.
Lee also demonstrates that the rites survived the pas~ng of paganism because the funeral
had personal meaning for the participants, independent of their religious views. Conversion
to Christianity did not diminish the tribal appreciation for a suong leader. although the
conversion did change much of the ritual, as will be discussed below_
The study begins with a survey of feaseing in general, concentrating 00 what the Anglo
Suons actually consumed, who was involved, and how it might be related to the general
culrur-e. Lee next goes on to animal ~mains, distinguishing tho~ animals that were eaten
wd those (dogs, hones) that wac buried to signify the starus of the deceased. She mUes
modeSI conclusions, such as that the preferred species we~ nOt necc.ssarily those most
commonly raised but rather those: that lit the occasions, even for commoners' burials. lAmbs
were often found in women's gnves, cattle, in men's graves, but Lee warns that the reseaccher
must avoid gender-based prc.suPfX'5itions, when social status tended to playa greater role
in both the fc:ast and the contents of the burial site.
Going from food to cont.uocrs, Lee next turns to utensil!, concluding that the cont.uners
of food could ~veal some aspects of social ~lationships. She also shrewdly points Out that
by placing victuals in burial sites, the deceased's relatives could point to their own access
to abundant food, no small point in an era when many people onen went hungry. Such
activity also enhanced the reputation of the deceased as proof that she or he had relaeives
or followers willing and able to stage an elaborate kast.
But credible as these points wd conclusions may be, Lee's language reveals the restricted
value of the seemingly extensive evidence she has discovered. Note the following, all from
one not atypical page (79): "may reflect," "unless," "as if," "may be subject to," "appears
to be," "may have been," "could suggest," "seems to indicate," and "may have been."
Phrases such as these appear throughout the archaeological sections oflhe book, vieiaeing
any attempt to build conclusions based upon archaeological evidence alone. Granted, the
reader must respect the well-known and acknowledged limitaeions of such evidence unsup'
ported by other types of data (diplomatic, literary, numismatic), but scholars .simply cannot
aCCept evidence with so many qualifiers. These sections of the book might better have been
published as an uchaeologi~ report rather than as part of a general 'rudy. Having S<lid
thac, let me assure lOIl",,_1 of British StNilUs readers that Lee offen much to learn, as long
as the reader constantly bean in mind the incomplete nature of thai knowledge.
The last twO chapters deal with the Christian period of Anglo-Saxon history, from which
written records havt: survivt:d to supplement and even inform the archaeologtcaJ cvldence.
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Christianity brought a different view of denh and thus a differem view of burial rites. Lee
points out that the church, not the family or the retainers, now determined the proper
location for the burial, that is, in consecrated ground. Furthermore, the doctrine of purgatory
told the living that they wae nOf finished with the deccucd at the burial but rather that
they had to make provisions to speed the deceased on the way to paradi~d, unfur·
runatdy, they had to do so without indulgences.
Funeral m~ supplememcd and. even supplanted tn.d..itional burial rir:uals. The decused
became part of the communion of saints rather than just of the family and tribal group.
Antemonem confession and extreme unction replaced elaborate funerals as the proper ac·
coutrements for entering the next world. A1pects of the old rituals hung on for a while but
evenrually faded away. Indeed, fasting as a way to fight off the mortal curse inherited from
Adam and Eve became more important than feasting.
This is a book for professionals with a detennined imerest in Angk>·Suon culrure. The
tentative nature of much of the unsupported archaeological evidence prevents Lee from
reaching conclusions in several areas, but, to her credit, she does not take the evidence
where it cannot go. When she can support this evidence with other data, she gives a valuable
and convincing account of k:asting and Anglo-Saxon burial riles.

Joseph F. Kelly, John Carroll University
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Thomas Freeman opens this volume by stating that writings about martyrs have emerged
in recent years out of an "ocean of neglect"-a claim based more on proprietary histori·
ography than truth. In faCt, historians have long been fascinated by martyr5 in their biographical, psychoanalytical, or in the case of marryrological writings, literary aspeCts (with.
John Knott--overlooked here-being an excellent example of the latter). Nevertheless,
Mllrl"yrl .,ul Mllrryntom jn EngiRn4 represents me present state of affairs in writing about
carty modern martyrs; as such it provides a good overview, even if it does not break new
ground in directing scholars toward fresher and more original directions on the subject.
Long dormant after the Roman persecutions of Christians, martyrdom was revived in the
sixteenth century, when the reformation and official policies of religioU$ uniformity resulted
in the deaths of thousands or, in England's case, hundreds of individuals who perished
willingly for their faith. But as Diana Piroyansky writes in one eliapcct, the Middle Ages
witnessed a proliferation of the language of manyrdom, with "Christian suffering" and
"Christ's passion" (71) constiruong the primary themes. Although she might have given
deeper readings of the material she covers, Piroyansky proceeds [0 survey devotional and
liturgical teXts that centered upoo Mary's agonies, legends ofvirgin martyn, oc boy martyr5
who were alleged to have suffered at the hands of murderous Jews. Texts that centered
around medieval England's most famous martyr are only mentioned in passing by Piroyansky,
although Thomas Mayer does explore the afterlife of Thomas Becket in a later chapter,
describing how, upon the exhumation of the saint by Henry VIII, Reginald Pole injected
new life into Becket by asserting that his bones were, simply, burned; by claiming such
desccnrion had taken place, Pole advam:cd his own notion of martyrdom "and Its power
as a political toOl'"' (133) in order to demonize Henry, attack the cause of Protestantism,
and uphold the truth of the Catholic Church. Mayer proceeds to trace the influence of Pole
and his claim of Becket's burned bones, through such chents or propagandists as Richard
Hilliard or (mort problematically) Crisostomo Enriquez; as a result, "the ex.lnence of a

